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IN THE MATTER OF an appeal to the Tribunal by Mr P Cribb against the decision 
of the Western Australian Turf Club Stewards on 7 February 1995 imposing a fine 
of $2 000 under Australian Rule of Racing 175(a). 

Rule 175 states: 

"The Committee of any Club or the Stewards may punish: 

(a) Any person, who, in their opinion, has been guilty of any dishonest, 
corrupt, fraudulent, improper or dishonourable action or practice in 
connection with racing. 

At the Stewards' inquiry, the appellant was charged with improper action, contrary to Rule 
l 75(a), as follows: 

" ... you accepted three bets as outlined on confirmation slip 139326 relating to the 
Railway Stakes of 31/12/94, those bets being accepted at a place other than as 
permitted bv Section 23 and also Section 5(1 )(a) of the Bettin£ Controi Act. ... " . , � 

The appellant is a registered bookmaker with the Western Australian Turf Club ("WATC"). 
He fielded at the Railway Stakes meeting on 31 December 1994. He had been accepting 
bets pre post. having been given permission to do so. 
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Following the race, the appellant faced a Stewards inquiry into certain aspects of his pre 
post betting. The inquiry was held over three days, being 13 January 1995, and 3 and 6 
February 1995. As a result of the inquiry, the appellant was charged with an offence of 
improper action contrary to Australian Rule of Racing 175(a). He pleaded not guilty, but 
was found guilty and convicted. 

The particulars of the improper action alleged were made clear by the Chairman of 
Stewards when he framed the charge against the appellant. The Chairman said " ... you 
accepted three bets as outlined on confirmation slip 139326 relating to the Railway Stakes 
of 31/12/94, those bets being accepted at a place other than as permitted by Section 23 and 
also Section 5(1)(a) of the Betting Control Act." 

The evidence given to the Stewards' inquiry satisfied the Stewards that the appellant had 
accepted the bets by telephone at a hotel room the previous evening. 

The appellant now appeals against his conviction on 2 grounds, as follows: 

1. the decision of the Stewards is unsupportable having regard to the 
evidence in the case. 

2. The Stewards dismissed out of hand Supreme Court Judgement dated 8 
August 1994 and in particular the definition of bet. 

In our opinion, the question to be answered in this appeal is whether, on the evidence the 
Stewards were justified in coming to their conclusion that the appellant's words and 
conduct amounted to the acceptance of bets. 

The prohibition on betting off-course is contained in Section 23(1) of the Betting Control 

Act 1954 ("the Act"), read together with Section S( l )(a). 

Section 23(1) is in the following terms: 

"23. (1) No person shall make a bet at or in a place, or at or in a public place, 
either personally or by means of an agent, or by post, telegraph, telephone 
or other manner, whether of the same kind as or a different kind from any 
m�nner specified in this paragraph -

(a) unless the premises are premises to which section 5(la) for the time 
being applies, or the place is a racecourse where 

(i) a race meeting is being held at the racecourse by the Western 
Australian Greyhound Racing Association or under permit or 
Iicence issued under Pan Vl or" the Western .-4.ustralian 
Greyhound Racing Associmion Acr 1981 or under the Racing 

Restricrion Act ! 91 �: or 
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(ii) in the case of a race meeting held at the racecourse within 
the meaning of subparagraph (1) on Anzac Day, a bookmaker 
is permitted by section 12(3) to bet or carry on business as 
such as the racecourse on Anzac Day; 

(b) unless the bet is made in accordance with the provisions of this Act 
or the Totalisator Agency Board Betting Act 1960; 

or 

( c) unless the bet constitutes permitted gaming within the meaning of 
the Gaming Commission Act 1987. 

Penalty: $500 

Section 5(1)(a) is in the following terms:-

"5 (1) Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, persons may, m 
accordance with this Act, lawfully bet by way of wagering or 
gaming on a race course 

(a) on races -

(i) during the holding at the race course of a race meeting; 
or 

(ii) in the case of a race meeting held at the race course on 
Anzac Day, during the period commencing at 12 noon 
on Anzac Day and ending at the completion of that 
race meeting; 

Section 23 ( 1 )(b) permits betting to be in accordance with Section 5(1 )(a). Anything else 
is "off-course betting" and is prohibited unless authorised by other parts of section 23. 
None are applicable in this case. 

In this case, permis�ion had been granted for pre post betting. That is provided for by the 
Betting Control Regulations, 64(l)(d) and 65(1)(d), as well as Rule 29A of the Rules of 
Betting (WATC). Telephone Betting is permitted by Regulation 72. There is nothing in the 
Regulations relating to pre post betting or telephone betting which takes away from the 
general requirement in Sections 23 and 5( l)(a) that all betting be on-course. 

If the appellant accepted a bet off-course. then he was guilty or an offence. 

The Railway Stakes was run on 31 December 1994. Starters in that race included ISLAND 
MORN, CALYPSO, SAMMY THE BuLL and TAOS. The race was won by ISLAND 
MORN. 
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ISLAND MOR.!'-l' started the race at odds of 4 to 1. (Transcript of Stewards' inquiry page 
5, line 2 -(T5:2)). 

On the night before the race, the appellant spoke by telephone to Mr Escanda. At the time, 
the appellant was at a hotel room in Perth (Tl0:3). 

The appellant gave in evidence differing versions of what was said during this 
conversation. The first version was that Mr Escanda wanted to have $4 000 each way on 
ISLAND MORN, $ 1  000 each way on T AOS, and $600 each way on SAMMY THE 
BULL. He would send his agent, Jimmy Woods, to the course the next day to confirm bets 
(TlO). The appellant quoted the prices which had been published in the newspaper 
(T12:3/f12:6). 

A second version was that Mr Escanda asked for quotes on the field, with no reference that 
there was to be a bet laid (T18:2). 

A third version was that there was general talk about pricing, no price quoted, and the 
appellant spoke to Mr Escanda about approximate odds (T45:5). A fourth version was that 
the appellant was going to handle the business for Mr Escanda at the best price (T52:3 and 
T67:7). 

On each occasion that the appellant related his evidence to the Stewards, he maintained or 
did not resile from his position that the arrangement with Mr Escanda was that the bets 
would be confirmed by Mr Woods on-course the next day and that the bets would be laid 
at the best price available. 

The appellant himself saw the possibility that his conversation with Mr Escanda may 
amount to taking a bet off-course. He said " .. . my last conversation was to him, I said you 
know if you're having any other bets, don't discuss this bet over the phone because it will 
cause problems" (T52:4). 

Mr Woods gave evidence at the inquiry. He said that on the Railway Stakes day, he 
received a phone call from Mr Escanda. On instructions, he wrote down the names of three 
horses. He wrote down the amounts. He took this piece of paper to the course and gave the 
note to the appellant, saying "Michael Escanda rang me this morning and said would I give 
these to you Pete and here they are ... " (T58:4). That occurred before the first race (T9:2 
and T58:7). '. 

The appellant did not give Mr Woods a betting ticket or confirmation slip (T23:5). Indeed, 
no confirmation siip could have been issued on the appellant's different versions because 
the best prices had not then been ascertained. However. by the time Mr Woods came to the 
appeilanc. a confirmation slip had been partly written om (T:22:6). 

Having received the piece of paper from Mr Woods. the appellant went to his pre post and 
doubles betting :.irea and entered the three bets in his pre post ledger ( exhibit C). He wrote 
them in at ·•a good average price that was available in the ring at that time ... " (T66:3). The 
appellant then said he wrote out the confirmation slip later in the day (T66:4 ). 
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After the events referred to above, Mr Escanda made three telephone calls on-course to the 
appellant. These were all duly recorded. The tape was exhibit A and the transcript was 
exhibit B. In the second call, Mr Escanda placed bets of $50 000 to $2 500 on CALYPSO, 
$10 000 to $1 000 on SAMMY THE BULL, and $5 000 to $800 on TAOS (T2). These 
three bets were unrelated to the three alleged bets the subject of the charge against the 
appellant. However, the fact that there was no mention during these telephone conversations 
of the previous alleged bets, the subject of the charge, was referred to in the evidence 
(Tl8:6). 

On all of the evidence, the Stewards made a number of findings of fact including that there 
was a discussion related to price on the eve prior to the Railway Stakes. In our opinion, 
there was ample evidence for the Stewards to reach that conclusion. The appellant himself 
said so. The question, however, remains whether the appellant's admitted words and 
actions, which gave rise to the Stewards' finding, amounted to accepting bets off-course 
in contravention of Sections 23(1) and 5(1)(a) of the Act. 

"Bet" is not defined in the Act. However, "to bet" is defined in section 4 as follows: 

"to bet" means to pay or deliver, or promise or agree to pay or deliver, or to 
receive or agree or promise to receive, any money or other property for the 
consideration for -

(a) an assurance, undertaking, promise, or agreement, express or implied, to 
pay or give thereafter any money or other property on any event or 
contingency of or relating to any race or any sporting event in relation to 
which betting is authorised under this Act; or 

(b) securing the paying or giving by some other person of any money or 
other property on any such event or contingency;" 

Obviously the word "bet" in section 23 takes its meaning from the definition of "to bet" 
in section 4. The allegation against the appellant, in terms of that definition, was that he: 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

agreed to receive 
money 
for the consideration for 
an· agreement 
to pay 
money 
on the event of a particular horse wmmng or placing in the Railway 
Stakes. 

The appellam· s argument 1s c1e:ir enough in one respect. He contended thar the words and 
actions of che evening of 30 December l 99J.. did not amount to accepting a bet. for the 
sole reason that he ,icce�ned the bet the next day, when .\lfr vVoods -:ame �o the course. 
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There is no substance in that argument. If the appellant's words and actions on the night 
before amounted to accepting a bet, then it matters not what happened the next day. On his 
view, he was trying to conform with the rules. In the Stewards' view, he was trying to 
legitimise what had been wrongfully done the evening before. On either view, the real 
question still was whether a bet was accepted the evening before. 

The second aspect of the appellant's agreement is more complex. It was never clearly 
stated by the appellant, but arises for us to consider because of his evidence concerning the 
conversation he had with Mr Escanda, and because of his appeal ground which refers to 
the definition of "bet". 

We take the appellant's argument to be that because no odds were quoted, there was no 
certain amount of money to pay out on the event. Because the amount to pay out was 
uncertain there was no agreement to pay out on the event, certainty being a necessary part 
of an agreement. Because there was no agreement, there was no bet, agreement being a 
necessary part of a bet. 

There have, of course, been many cases on the question of what it means "to bet". A great 
many of these have had to do with charges laid against persons for using premises or 
permitting premises to be used for betting. In BRADFORD v DAWSON ( 1897) lQB 307, 
it was held that the paying of bets, previously made elsewhere, was not betting. In GROW 
v LORD ( 1947) SASR 451,  it was held that the recording of bets, made elsewhere was not 
using premises for the purpose of gaming. Thus it is not enough that there be some parts 
of a betting transaction present. The essential part of the business of making a bet is the 
acceptance of the bet - MILNE v COMMISSIONER OF POLICE ( 1940) A.C 1 per Lord 
Wright at page 37. 

The definition of "to bet" in section 4 of the Act has a history going back to 1853 in 
England. By section 1 of the Betting Act 1953 (UK.), it was enacted that (in summary) "No 
place shall be used for the purpose of any designated person betting with persons resorting 
thereto; or for the purpose of any money or valuable thing being received by or on behalf 
of any designated person. as consideration for any promise or agreement to pay, thereafter 
any money or valuable thing on any event relating to sport or exercise or as consideration 
for the paying or giving by some other person of any money or valuable thing on any such 
event." MILNE v COMMISSIONER OF POLICE per Lord Maugham at page 12 .  

In  that earlier English legislation the provisions which have novv· become sections 23( 1 l and 
...1 '. de finition or' ''to bee"; of the Betring Conrml .-\.er 195-1- (WA. ) were contained in section 

S imiiarly . ,he cJ.riy English legislaEion has -.: :ir.:e•.:: :m into kgislacicn · r: other _.1_u.srraiian 
S t�[c�. [r: Jarric:..liar. i.c -:./ic�oria. sc::tions - � ·, J · inci i '.J i ,)( -z-:ze �i ;r:�.1·ies. Guin iJ1�l .. znd 
3e!rin i_z . ....l_t:� 1re :n �he (1Jtio,ving �etms: 
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(a) For the purpose of the owner occupier or keeper thereof or any 
person using the same or any person procured or employed by or 
acting for or on behalf of such owner occupier or keeper or person 
using the same or of any person having the care or management or 
in any manner conducting the business thereof, bettim: with any 
persons whomsoever in person or by messenger agent post 
telegraph, telephone or otherwise; 

(b) for the purpose of any money or valuable thing being received by 
or on behalf of the owner occupier or keeper thereof or any person 
as aforesaid -

as or for the consideration for any undertaking to pay or give 
thereafter any money or valuable thing on any sporting contingency; 

as or for the consideration for securing the paying or giving by 
some other person of any money or valuable thing on any such 
contingency." 

The Victorian legislation was considered in the case of DPP v COSTER (UNREPORTED 
SUPREME COURT OF VICTORIA Appeal No. 10412 of 1993 delivered 8 August 1994 
per Ashley J). 

In that case His Honour was considering an appeal from a magistrate's decision which 
dismissed a charge against Coster, laid under section 18( 1)( a) of the Victorian Act. The 
facts there were similar to those in the present appeal before us. Further, the critical 
question was whether the respondent had used the premises in question for the purpose of 
betting. 

Coster was a licensed bookmaker. He admitted to rece1vmg by phone what may be 
described as requests to place bets on-course. He received those requests at premises away 
from the course. The requests were received on the basis that he would obtain the best odds 
on-course. On the particular transactions which formed the basis of the charge is that case, 
the police officer (Sergeant Smith) confirmed that he provided the names of the horses on 
which he wanted to bet, the amount he wished to bet, and that he was not provided with 
any odds or prices about the horses which he asked to back. 

In dismissing the charge. the learned magistrare said 

· Without any doubc. ,he essencial eiements of a be:: are :1ot present - nocody kne\v 
'-vhat .\IIr. Smith wouici have gm if  he iad won. The e,:idence was - ycu 1.viii 1et 
the best odds and i t  will be oiJ.ced :.H :he ,rack. �he bet •,;;ill be oiaced ·::: 'he ;r:.ic'.c . . 
Because of the cviJe:1ce '. muse jismiss :he c:.ise -11:d Jo 'iO 
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In dismissing the appeal, the learned Judge said: 

"In the present case, as at 1 May 1 992 the short conversation between Sergeant 
Smith and the respondent not only constituted no betting transaction or part 
thereof; there was no certainty that there would be a betting transaction (ie: as in 
the case of the horse that was scratched); and there was complete uncertainty 
whether, if a bet was laid, it would be laid with the respondent. As · the 
arrangement was expressed between Sergeant Smith and the respondent, any bet 
would be laid on the following day at Flemington, at best odds - whether with a 
bookmaker or on the tote. When the magistrate in his reported observations 
referred to the bet being placed at the track, and to Mr. Smith getting the best 
odds, it appears to me clear that his Worship accepted that the conversations on 
1 May 1992 could not have been said, at that time, to have involved any necessary 
or likely financial participation by the respondent in any bets that were later 
transacted. " 

His Honour also said: 

"In his Reasons the learned magistrate shortly concluded that the bet was to be 
placed "at the track". He assigned in support of this conclusion the circumstance 
that, as at 1 May 1992 "nobody knew what Mr. Smith would have got if he won". 
The learned magistrate thus said, in substance, that no part of a transaction 
constituting a bet was made at the Elwood premises on l May 1922; in which 
circumstances the charge, as particularised, could not be made out. The specific 
reason which he assigned in support of his factual conclusion was not by any 
means the sole matter which would have supported it. Indeed, the learned 
magistrate appears to have recognised this. Hence his reference to "the essential 
elements of a bet" being not present - of which the specified matter was but one. 

Upon the view of the evidence which the learned magistrate obviously took, he 
was correct to reach the factual conclusion which he did. The conclusion in law 
which followed was in accord with principle." 

With respect. it seems to us that the conclusions arrived at by His Honour in that case were 
entirely correct in law. Bearing in mind the similarities in the facts and the legislation with 
the case before us here. it seems to us thar prima facie the <1ppellam did nor accept three 
bets as panicuiariseci in the charge against him unless odds were agreed. 

We turn now LO :he S te-.vards finding er" fon [h:ic ·· ... T;1ere '.vas ,l jiscussion ,eiateci :o price 
on the c 'v·e :Jrior :o �he R::iiiway Stakes. · '�7: : ;  · 

We do nm .me .::mnoc iisrmb ::iis �-inc.iir.!! )r'  ��c:. r:O'-Vr.'1er. vc: 1re ) f  :he ,)pimon :r: :.H :he 
discuss1or: .. : iG 10( .. lffit)unc :o :he ;iving � r  �;des ��1r'fic1c!1� �,: . cnC .:ertainc� · -�: ;:he 
rransac:ior .. :=-�:r::"le:·. :nc :·�c:l!3 �1uchor:ric.� ��cmse:· .. ·cs .1Jc _;!�.-.�:-: �e�missio!l � .. ��:· :he 
appellan[ �"--- ·�e� ;:r� -ccs�. -i:�1i:� :i�pare:1[��: :nc.�:cc:..: .1L >�:isr �:ic : [  ;'e::i-11�., ton �o ;,uo iis0 ;ric�s 
pre-pose . r:  ::.e '�,,.--::;, . .\.usr;-:11ian .\iew<;pa�er. --:-:�e ..1p�e l iant ·,a1(i . .  H -Z- l .: : 6 . 

· · f 1ad �ome prices quoced in the pape:-. so maybe . . .  Oh. ·-.veil . [ quoced him :hese 
prices that [ had ::;i ven w the \V _; ;--.iewspapers. · · 
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And at T32:6, the appellant said: 

"I did it (pre-post betting) to provide a service and promote racing in a positive 
way and you know I supplied my services free of charge to the newspaper to give 
an opinion and give quotes." 

No complaint appears to have been made against the appellant for publishing prices. 

It seems to us unfair that on the one hand the appellant should apparently be permitted to 
publish prices in the daily newspaper, and on the other hand be penalised by having an 
adverse inference drawn against him by discussing those prices with the would be punter 
off-course. 

The fact that the appellant had a discussion about price could mean that the appellant fixed 
a price or discussed that which he was apparently allowed to publish to the world at large. 
Because these two competing interpretations are open and because the Act and Rules of 
Racing are penal, we are of the view that, as a matter of law, the inference more favourable 
to the appellant should be drawn. The Stewards should have drawn the inference that the 
appellant was discussing the odds which he had been permitted to publish in the newspaper. 
The "discussion related to prices" did not lend the required certainty to the transaction to 
characterise it as a bet. 

The Stewards made two other findings of fact, at T73: 1. These two findings of fact were 
related to the appellant's credit as a witness and do not affect the disposition of the appeal. 

In our opinion, the Stewards correctly focused their inquiry on the question whether the 
appellant accepted a bet. They then charged him with accepting three bets. However, for 
the reasons given above, the evidence as a matter of law did not support a finding that the 
appellant contravened Sections 23 and 5(1)(a) of the Act. Because there was no breach of 
the Act, it necessarily follows that there was no improper action. 

The appeal is allowed . The fee paid on lodgement of the appeal will be refunded. 

/1 ,f . ;/ 

. ✓  :I� f/. , ' ·' 
;I ·; '� , --=-J<_ ._,.._ _ PATRICK HOGAN. PRESIDING i\tlK\IBER 

_______ TED :VILLLIG.a\>f. :vIKWBER 


